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Los núcleos neutros y protones forman la partícula
This page contains a text about Mexican cuisine, specifically about making tortillas. The text is written in Spanish and includes exercises for identifying gender of nouns and writing articles in English. It also mentions the use of female phrases and gendered pronouns in Spanish. The image contains a picture of a person making tortillas.
Possession

1. The possessor is the one who owns or has control over something.
2. The possessor has the right to use and benefit from the possession.
3. Possession can be either real or personal.
4. Real possession refers to ownership of physical property.
5. Personal possession refers to ownership of intangible assets, such as patents or trademarks.
6. Possession can be acquired through purchase, inheritance, or gift.
7. Possession can be lost through theft, vandalism, or abandonment.
8. Possession can be protected through legal means, such as patents or trademarks.
9. Possession is a fundamental right that is protected by law.
10. Possession is a concept that is central to many legal and economic systems.